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€- Tender Notification
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Officer in Charge, Crop Research Unit, and PI, ICAR-Incentivizingresearch funded project is
inviting price-quotation from the competent and bonafide vendors/ dealerslaving registration oiCSf
for the supply of the following to the University within fifteen days from the date of publication of this
notice as per specifications appended below (Table 1). Vendors are requested to quote for the cost
of a single sample, and the quoted price must be included GST and be valid for 3l* March 2023.
They are also requested to upload the technical specification and other requirements, as appended in
Table 1, in a separate file for the technical comparison. A demand draflt of Rs 2000.00 (Two thousand
only) in favour of Comptroller, BCKV, must heve to be produced as the EMD charges. Vendors must
have to produce experience cerlificate/credintials in SNP genotyping in the form of at least five
independent orders in last one year. The quoted price will not be considered for comparison until the
servicing laboratory is CAP/NABL/DSR certified and comply the technical specification as appended
in table 1. The payment will be processed only after completing the service desired in the issued order.

Table -1: Tender specification of BCKV- cRUl222zl ren e of Ls.Lz.z2

S.No Name of the ltem No of
Samples

required.

Desired Specification Quote Price

(Rs.)with

GST for a

single

sample

I 1K-RiCA v4.2 SNPs
chip-based genotyping

192 Extraction of genomic DNA with assured quality in

nanodrop followed by chip-based genotyping,

grouping, linkage map and diversity analysis of 192

RlLs and parents. Cost must include sample carrying
cost in dry ice from the laboratory until quality
extraction is assured.
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